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* The parched economies of Ecuador and Venezuela, South America's top two oil producers and its
only OPEC members, hope to drink their fill from the wells of privatized petroleum. With oil as their
most important export (accounting for half of Ecuador's foreign exchange and tax income, and 90%
of Venezuelan exports as well as 70% of government revenue), both nations are seeking a capital
infusion from foreign investors at a time when world prices of the precious commodity are expected
to remain relatively low. Outside capital necessary for development Venezuela, eager to cash in
on its ample petroleum reserves of 62 billion barrels of oil and 128 trillion cubic feet of natural gas,
intends to boost crude output from the current 2.15 million to a projected 3.3 million barrels a day
by 1998. But because the country presently lacks the capital and expertise to make this jump, the
Perez administration is encouraging joint ventures between the state-run Petroleos de Venezuela
and foreign oil companies. The government has already accepted bids from abroad to reactivate
abandoned fields. In similar fashion, Ecuadoran President Sixto Duran Ballen, who was inaugurated
Aug. 10, has advocated free market economic reforms and bureaucratic restructuring to permit more
extensive foreign oil exploration and production. Although Petroecuador currently dominates the
market, providing 95% of Ecuador's daily output of 300,000 barrels, Duran Ballen vows to liberalize
the petroleum sector in order to combat the company's reputation for corruption, inefficiency
and bureaucracy. Both governments face the difficult task of convincing wary foreign investors
of their bona fides. Since Mexico nationalized its petroleum sector in 1938, oil has been a tensioncharged issue in the Americas. Foreign companies fear high taxes, unfavorable market conditions,
low-yield oil fields and troublesome delays in approving exploration and production contracts. To
combat such misgivings, Duran Ballen is expected to open highly promising new venues formerly
the exclusive domain of Petroecuador, expedite contract approval, welcome plant upgrading to
enhance recovery of drilled oil, and lower the 44% tax currently levied on foreign oil companies.
Such moves away from state-subsidized industry are motivated as much by a need for foreign
capital as a genuine conversion to capitalist ideals. During Rodrigo Borja's administration, Ecuador's
annual growth rate plummeted from 10.5% in 1988 to 2.9% in 1991, while inflation averaged 50%
and debt owed to foreign commercial banks grew to US$5.7 billion. Venezuela is suffering from 37%
annual inflation, 10% unemployment, a 60% poverty rate, and a 50% decline in real wages since
1988. As a result of this year's fiscal deficit, Venezuela's debt service alone will increase by US$924
million in 1993. Ambivalence over free market reforms grows Opening the doors of investment,
however, has only invited disaster for Venezuela and President Carlos Andres Perez. Elected once
again in 1988, after a previous term in the 1970s, Perez is widely blamed for the deterioration of
living conditions, widening economic disparities and rampant crime. According to polls, nearly
80% of Venezuelans want Perez to resign before his term expires in 1994. The president has not left
the country since the Feb. 4 coup attempt, and in a recent unanimous vote the Congress denied
him permission to attend the Ibero-American summit in Spain. But despite Venezuela's troubling
example, Ecuador's incoming administration remains undeterred from following a similar path
toward privatization and free market reform. Although more than 2.7 million acres of virgin jungle
in the eastern Pastaza province have been ceded to Ecuadoran Indian groups, the military maintains
unrestricted access and the government continues its oil exploration, keeping all proceeds from any
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finds. As exploration proceeds, environmental damage becomes more severe. Even government
officials agree that three decades of oil drilling have wreaked ecological disaster upon Ecuador's
Amazon region. Not only have vast quantities of oil been spilled into once-pristine areas, but roads
built by oil companies tend to attract settlers, who are responsible for the clearing of 58,000 acres of
Ecuadoran rain forest each year. * Amy Horng is a research associate at the Council on Hemispheric
Affairs (Washington, DC).
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